









                                     TRANSFORMERS: Resurrection

                                  
          From the time sleek shuttle departed the first moon base, it was doomed, a mission that would never get completed, ending with the destruction of several of the Autobots best warriors. Covert intelligence by the enemy would prove to be the mission’s undoing, as the enemy’s blitzkrieg was fast and furious, the shuttle’s defenders outgunned and outmatched.
          Thick grey smoke poured out from the wounds inflicted by a brief assault from below, signaling the end of the nimble shuttle. It continued descending, getting closer to it’s doom every second. The scene from inside the shuttle’s cockpit was that of utter devastation. Four Autobots lay strewn on the floor, killed in a valiant yet doomed struggle to repel the Decepticon invaders.
With no one to bring it out of it’s dive, the shuttle plunged to the ground below. A few seconds later, it impacted.
          The explosion ripped the top of shuttle open, with the engines spewing out rocket fuel, causing them to go out in a puff. The forward section became dented as the shuttle slid a short distance before coming to a halt against a small rock face. Smoke billowed out of the small vessel, and for a time, it seemed as if it would explode violently. But it didn’t, the smoke stopping a short time later, almost all of the internal fires snuffed out. Now down and out, with all its systems offline, the shuttle began a long slumber.

          Access to the old ship was gained easily, the large wound from the attack still a gaping hole. A figure walked through the portal, and up to the front of the cockpit where the fallen heroes lay, now decaying as time passed by. The unknown figure knelt down in front of one of the fallen and illuminated it briefly with a small light, allowing him to see what he was doing. With the help of a tool of unknown design, he opened up the robot’s chest plate, then reached into a small box he was carrying, and pulled out a small device, implanting it into the lower section
of the chest cavity.
         The device began buzzing and beeping, almost as if it was alive. Suddenly, the dead robot was encased in a glowing light. But then, almost as quickly as it began, the light vanished. The figure then reached into the box again, producing a glowing sphere that was swirling with energy. He let go of it when it was directly over the chest cavity, and watched as it lowered itself into the robot, becoming one with it. That done, he closed up the chest plate and left
the shuttle, his job here done. Only time would tell if he was successful. 

         Darkness. Nothing but darkness was what he saw. It was taking too long for his optics to correct for the low amount of light present. After a few more cycles, his optics began to work properly, and we able to see his surroundings. 
        “I’m in the cockpit.” he mumbled, noticing the familiar sights of the shuttle’s control area. The last thing he remembered was the ship being boarded by Decepticons, and then falling down. He looked down at himself and saw a rather large hole from a laser blast in his chest.
       “I’ve been hit.” he said softly. 
         It was then that Ratchet noticed the bodies of three of his fellow Autobots that had fallen during the swift attack by the Decepticons. He looked at them one by one, wondering why he was spared and not them. After looking over the fallen forms of his friends once more, he went to the nearest computer station and attempted to get it working again. It took almost an hour, but he did manage to get the one terminal going. 
        The chronometer indicated that the year was 2025. 
       “Wow.” said Ratchet to himself. Twenty stellar cycles had gone by since the shuttle had
crashed. How it was possible, he didn’t know. He shrugged and walked to the rear of the cockpit, and out the hole that had been carved out of the hull during the attack. The area around the shuttle was thick with vegetation, and hid the shuttle well. Ratchet just stood outside, pondering everything. 
        “Well,” he said to himself. “Nothing will be gained by staying here.”
         Ratchet transformed into his automobile form of an ambulance, and slowly made his way up the valley that the shuttle lay in. It didn’t take him too long to get to the top, and when he did, he was able to see Autobot City in the distance, like a bright beacon in a sea of green. He headed there at once, speeding up when he reached the nearest road. The trip didn’t take long, as the roads only got better the further in he went. Now approaching the large Autobot City, he crossed the bridge towards the main entrance.
         As he came to the end of the bridge, an unfamiliar Autobot came to attention, and motioned for him to stop. 
        “I am Silverbolt. Who might you be?” he asked. 
        Ratchet said nothing for a moment, a little confused. “I’m Ratchet.” he finally said.
        Silverbolt blinked for a second, then replied. “Ratchet you say? The famed Autobot mechanic? Impossible.” he said firmly. 
        Ratchet then transformed into his robot mode, and stared at Silverbolt, his optics glowing
more brightly now. “How is that?” asked Ratchet. 
        Silverbolt blinked once before he answered. “Because....Ratchet is dead. He was killed in a Decepticon attack mega-cycles ago.”

        There wasn’t much to do in Autobot City today, and he knew it. Besides the fact that his patrol has ended for the day, and that maybe he should go take Wheelie up on his offer of plasma slingshot training. Those things were amazing, especially if it could repel Grimlock! He chuckled at the thought of the big Dinobot getting his nose cooked. As he rounded the next
corner of the City’s perimeter road, he noticed something at the gate, and decided to go take a closer look.
        As he approached, what he saw startled him. There was an Autobot talking to Silverbolt that looked like....like.... This wasn’t possible!! There, standing at the entrance to Autobot City, alive and functional, was none other than Ratchet! He came to a screeching halt right in front of the Autobot mechanic, and quickly transformed into robot mode to address his old comrade.
      “Ratchet!” he yelled. “You’re alive!” His voice filled with joy. Ratchet looked at the small
robot briefly, before responding happily. 
      “Cliffjumper! Good to see you little buddy!” he replied, optics glowing
       Cliffjumper just stared at him. “I thought you had died in the attack a while back.” he said, wondering how this was possible. Ratchet looked at his battle damage again. 
       “I don’t know. One cycle I’m being shot at, the next I’m waking up twenty stellar cycles later on the shuttle floor.” he explained. 
       Cliffjumper nodded, then spoke. “I have an idea. Let’s go back to shuttle, and see if we can bring our dead back to the city and give them a better farewell then they got.” 
       Ratchet nodded. “Good idea. Let’s go.” he said. Both Autobots transformed into their vehicle modes, and headed off in the direction of the downed shuttle. The trip was uneventful, and took a bit longer, as Ratchet took it easy on the way there. He still had lots on his mind. After a few more cycles, they approached the valley in which the shuttle sat, it’s orange paint now slightly faded, but still visible from the top of the overgrown valley. Ratchet and Cliffjumper sped down the embankment, and were at the shuttle soon after. They transformed and walked inside the gaping hole, cautiously watching where they were stepping. 
        Clifjumper was about to head to the controls, when he saw a pair of glowing blue objects directly ahead. He stopped dead in his tracks, and motioned to Ratchet to shine some light ahead. He nodded, and was able to illuminate the flight control area, his curiosity turned to shock as he saw what was in front of him. It was Optimus Prime, just standing there and staring at them, an odd glow surrounding him. 
       “Ratchet.” said Prime, softly. “I have brought you back in Primus' name, to take these fallen warriors home.” he finished. 
        Ratchet just stared at him, motionless.
        Prime spoke again. “Accomplish this task, and you will be free to remain an Autobot.” he said. Prime looked up and spoke quickly. “Til all are one....” his voice trailed off as he vanished, without a trace. 
        Cliffjumper just stood there, astonished. “Wow. What a message.” Ratchet blinked, and 
looked around briefly before addressing Cliffjumper. “We have to get this ship
in the air....”

        Two full days they had spent on getting the shuttle back to a condition of mechanical readiness, in order to fly it to Autobot City’s landing pad area. Ever since they started repairs, their optics had picked up a weird energy field in the bottom of the valley where the shuttle lay immobile for so long. The energy field was doing something to the shuttle, but they didn’t know
what. Quick scans of the field didn’t come up with any kind of new information that they could use to their advantage.
        Cliffjumper had silently paid his respects to his three fallen comrades the day before, leaving them where they fell for now. Today, he and Ratchet were in the cockpit’s pilot seats, almost ready to launch. The shuttle was in surprisingly good shape for the beating it took, and the length of time it had been sitting in the valley, collecting dust and foliage. He looked over to Ratchet. “Ready?” he asked. 
       “Ready!” exclaimed Ratchet, happily.
        Cliffjumper pressed engine the ignitor button. “Contact!” he yelled, before pushing the accelerator stick to full, the shuttle actually jumping forward with a loud creaking noise before ascending into the sky. They slowly jetted towards the massive Autobot City, reducing speed as they got nearer to it. The landing pad now in view, Ratchet set the controls to auto as Cliffjumper cut the throttle and activated the landing jets, the shuttle in hover mode now, slowly
descending towards the ground.
         A few seconds later, the shuttle landed on the pad with a thud and a loud bang as one of the rear engines exploded. Suddenly, something began to happen. A spark rose out of each of the deceased Autobots that lay on the shuttle’s deck, and rose up and out of the gaping hole, ascending into the sky and disappearing for good, released from their prison. Cliffjumper looked up into the sky. “That energy field kept the sparks from leaving their bodies.” he said. Other Autobots began to make their way to the old shuttle, some catching a glimpse of the sparks rising up into the sky. 
         Ratchet just stood there, in awe of the spectacle he just had witnessed. He decided to remain in the city rather than go back to Cybertron for now, and see if his services could be used here. After being away for twenty five stellar cycles, there was a lot he missed, and a lot of catching up to do. But for the time being, he would enlist some aid in repairing the shuttle. 
       “Just can’t let a relic like this decay any further.” he mumbled, a slight smile showing on
his face. He looked up at the sky again, but this time saw a likeness of Optimus Prime staring back at him.
       “You have saved the sparks of three of your comrades.” the face said. “An Autobot you will remain, and whole you are again.” he explained. “Til all are one....” Prime’s voice trailed off again as his face vanished, leaving behind the light blue sky, with clouds slowly floating past. Ratchet nodded briefly before transforming to his vehicle mode and heading off down
a main road in the city, taking in the sights and sounds. 
       ‘The future looks pretty good.’ he thought, accelerating down the road.


                                                             THE END 

